
   

  Nicola & Vinesh – 14th August 2015 

 

Hi Claire,  

 

Hope you are well. 

 

Where do we start!!!! We want to say a massive thank you for everything you have 

done for us in the run up to our wedding, the communication throughout was 

fantastic, everything we wanted and spoke to you about was all arranged with such 

fine detail that there was nothing we needed to alter or add when we met with Sergio 

and Luis a few days before we married.   

 

On the day of the wedding it was raining, we couldn't believe it, not only that, thunder 

came with it as well, after a week of glorious sunshine then this happens on the big 

day, needless to say I was panicking all morning, Luis was amazing, continuously 

checking the satellite weather for me, his reassurance that by 4pm the sun would 

appear was second to none.  Sure enough by 3:45pm the sun broke and it was boiling, 

we couldn't believe our luck, it lasted all the way through the ceremony, drinks on the 

terrace afterwards and whilst Venesh and I were whisked away to have our pictures 

taken at the 'fort' in Cala Egos, (the picture were amazing, Richard & Hannah said they 

were the best contrasting pictures they've ever taken), anyways by 6:45pm we were 

returned to the Yacht Club were guests were awaiting and the fantastic meal could 

get underway, at this point the heavens opened once again. By the time the meal and 

speeches were over and we entered into our evening reception is was completely dry, 

stars in the sky (the lot).  We could not have asked for it to go any better than it did 

and no one would believe our luck unless they were there experiencing the weather 

with us.   

 

Sylvia was amazing, her flowers were just perfect, I cannot recommend her enough, 

AMAZING, everyone commented on them.  Our music decisions were spot on, Luis' 

recommendation for the Spanish guitarist was exceptional and a real talking point for 

all our guests, this is also said for our night DJ 'Paul Martin' he as great, any requests 

were granted and the playlist was just what we requested. 

 

We decided to go with Richard & Hannah for our photos and to be honest this was 

the only worry of mine as it is often hard to know how well any photo will come out 

let alone our wedding day ones, I need not have worried at all, they were both 

amazing, fantastic, brilliant!!! So Professional, they knew exactly what would look 

good and were really efficient throughout. We cannot wait to see all our photos when 

we receive them. 

 

We just want to say a massive thank you but really this isn't enough at all, we had the 

best day ever and would do it all again in a heartbeat.  

 

If there's anything that we can do for you or the Yacht Club in the future then please 

call us, we would be honoured to repay all the hard work you all have done for me 

and Venesh. 

 

Kind Regards 

 

The new Mr & Mrs Luhar 

xxxx 

 

 

 


